hey I’m NASA Kennedy's Madison Tuttle
taking you inside KSC
if you said and liftoff a United Launch
Alliance Atlas five rocket launch March
first carrying NOAA's goes US spacecraft
into orbit goes S stands for
gostationary operational environmental
satellite and it's the second in a
series of four advanced weather
satellites launch took place at Space
Launch Complex 41 at Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station this was the first launch
of the year for NASA's launch services
program based at Kennedy which managed
the launch service virgos s the walkway

and cleanroom that will allow astronauts

into the Orion spacecraft on launch day

is now in place on the mobile launcher

the Orion crew access arm was lifted and

carefully installed about 274 feet up

it's a significant milestone for NASA as

the agency prepares for the launch of

Orion atop the Space Launch System

rocket on exploration mission-1 even

though there will be no crew on em1

the crew access arm provides a bridge to

Orion for personnel and equipment

entering the spacecraft and remember
spaceport magazine digs deeper inside
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